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Abstract 

The main objective for this project is to establish an ‘educate 

yourselves’ platform called Zifundeleni for the Zenzeleni 

community network project. It is driven by the struggle faced by 

communities who are part of the Zenzeleni community network 

project. These problems include how to connect to the network, 

how to repair power supply, how to configure devices (network 

and mobile) and how to learn about the network itself if a 

community member was absent during installation. Yet another 

challenge is whereby communities experience extraordinary times 

like these of Covid-19 where by physical contact is prohibited, 

Zifundeleni is thereby able to address these issues by offering a 

digital learning platform to allow its users to bridge the gap of 

physical prohibition to community learning events. The structure 

for this proposal is based on the research conducted about 

community networks and the history of education mechanisms for 

self enhancement. Crowdsourcing and Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) are two useful tools in the process of 

developing this idea. Furthermore, future work is intended to 

expand to also allow users to purchase vouchers and learn how to 

load the voucher. 
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1 Introduction 

Community networks offer affordable and accessible 

connectivity, and because the community network is community 

owned, it brings about the responsibilities of community members 

to gain technical and associated skills such as assistance for the 

implementation, management and operation of their own digital 

communications networks and infrastructure [1]. Zenzeleni, which 

means ‘do it yourself’ in isiXhosa is a social innovation 

ecosystem through which rural communities have ownership of 

their telecommunication businesses, allowing them to maximize 

value and benefits [1]. Based on postgraduate research at the 

University of the Western Cape (UWC), the spin-off is a 

collaboration with rural communities, currently in one of the most 

deprived regions of the Eastern Cape [1]. Zenzeleni provides a 

(mostly) solar powered network to rural communities. Currently 

Zenzeleni comprises two community-owned cooperatives, 

Mankosi and Zithulele and more are expected in the future People 

and small businesses that are based in villages that are under these 

above mentioned cooperatives are able to access the network in a 

variety of access packages, and charged on a speed. Zenzeleni 

generally provides two types of telecommunication, community 

hotspot s for residents and dedicated access points to ‘anchor 

tenants’ like small businesses, clinics and schools  [2]. Most 

importantly Zenzeleni cooperatives support and help rural 

communities to learn and do the network by themselves.  

Zenzeleni was globally recognized in 2016 and received an ISOC 

Beyond the Web grant; was a finalist in the Mozilla Equal Rating 

Technology Challenge in 2017; and won a South African national 

award for Best Innovation with Social Impact in 2017 [3]. 

According to the observed increased number of community 

members who show interest and passion in adoption for these 

newly implemented community network innovations, and how 

overloaded cooperative members can get, we felt a mobile app 

might be able to help community members share knowledge and 

experience with one another. Our app, called Zifundeleni 

(‘educate yourself’ in isiXhosa) can meet challenges such as 

requiring help for simple Wi-Fi troubleshoot troubleshooting; and 

provide an open communication, platform for people to literally 

learn how to “do it yourself’. As Zenzeleni is a community 

network in the hands of local residents, community members face 

many common challenges with respect to the network, its 

installation, upkeep and use; to ensure that the network delivers 

on its potential and promise. Some of the challenges that 

Zenzeleni community members are currently facing are how each 

member can get started with the use of the network and how to 

connect to the network? How to troubleshoot some network error 

connections? How to load data? Basically Zifundeleni is platform 

which is specially created for Zenzeleni community networks to 

address similar issues encountered by community members; to let 

them educate themselves and others on all aspects of Zenzeleni. 

2 Literature review 

Community network s have arisen as attempts to bridge the 

observed digital divide which began in urban areas, and then 

transferred to rural areas. Different authors shared how they 

interpret and implement this gap which is likely to be experienced 

by these communities. The provision of connectivity 
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infrastructure in community networks is little different from 

traditional commercial mobile networks and fixed wireless 

internet service providers (WISPs) operating in urban and rural 

areas in more developed countries [4]. According to a study of the 

ICT ecosystem in a South Africa rural communities [3], access to 

mobile services in rural South Africa is very high, with almost all 

households (97.7%) of Mankosi owning a mobile phone [5]. 

Although Community networks are not a recent phenomenon in 

Latin America, Italy, Canada etc. actually have less regulatory 

oversight in the area, considering that much of the legislation 

focuses on resolving the actions of major service providers and 

the markets in which they work. [3].  

In Africa, a community network is not merely 

telecommunications infrastructure built and managed by people to 

meet their own social needs; it is a mechanism to strengthen what 

the society seems to be doing in terms of growth and advancement 

by adding to a local environment that improves the daily lives of 

those living in the community [6]. Getting conscious that 

community networks are a possibility is just the beginning. The 

next move is to find people who are inspired enough to create one. 

There seems to be a theory in this regard that stems from the 

contexts in which such measures have taken place thus far. The 

closer the participants are to where the project began, the greater 

the chances are to find people with various skills, passion and 

enthusiasm needed to push the project forward [6]. Community 

access programs need to learn from the international community 

network campaign and follow a human rights-based approach to 

their implementation plans and policies in order to be more 

accessible. However most community networks do not explicitly 

determine how they engage and offer training to those respective 

communities are working with, Shuler (1994) describes some of 

the existing platforms to engage with communities. The first 

system described in this paper is Community Memory in 

Berkeley, California which was started in mid 1970s [7]. This was 

a way to reach out with communities through public computer 

terminals. To those with a lack of technology skills training were 

offered to them. The second system was a Cleveland Free-Nets 

started operating in July 1986 with assistance of Dr. Thomas M. 

Grundner of Western Reserve University. Information was 

organized in a certain building where community members must 

go and search for information when is required. Big Sky 

Telegraph was established in 1988 which served as a rural tele-

computing testbed in Western Montana. This system was 

developed to enhance and reach out to communities. These 

systems were useful to provide training to community members 

however, the challenge was that information were stored in at one 

point and community members were to move from various place 

to access the information. Even though that is the case these 

authors describe the importance of offering training to community 

members who are part of the network. Similarly Zifundeleni is 

thereby to learn from and intend to improve the form of offerings 

to members and as a point of information access but that is 

accessible on one’s device. In addition Micholia et al. have 

discussed that education and training of CN members is an 

important aspect of CNs, addressing their members’ desire for 

acquiring new skills and learn more about networking and radio 

technologies [8]. Seminars, workshops and online manuals are the 

main deliverables of this line of effort, invested typically by 

members of the volunteers’ group but also by other CN members. 

In CN the importance of workshops is to aim at enhancing 

members’ technical skills by disseminating knowledge and 

technical expertise, interacting with people that have the same 

interests, strengthening the bonds within the community and new 

member training. Furthermore, online material encourages CNs to 

invest effort to derive manuals and how-to documents so that 

users can learn more about technical matters and be able to set up 

their own nodes [8]. This how Zifundeleni would build up in near 

future to ensure that it filter and supply relevant information to 

members so that they are able to build their own networks, and 

learn a technical skills as much as possible. 

3 Project proposal 

Zifundeleni is a response to the challenges faced by Zenzeleni 

community network members. This project allow community 

members to access Wi-Fi for a very affordable fee of R25 per 

monthly uncapped. Community members need to learn to do 

everything by themselves; for example connect to Wi-Fi, load a 

voucher and get help with technical problem. Since Zenzeleni 

cares about its community members and operates with high 

consideration of what users want, it always seeks to involve them 

in every step of the network set-up so that they really know how 

do it by themselves. However, it is not always the case that 

everyone attends a session during the day of network 

configuration and now there are restrictions in travelling and 

physical contact due to covid-19. Also taking into consideration 

the general lack of technical skills and the resulting challenges, 

Zifundeleni is meant to provide a platform intervention to provide 

an opportunity to allow all community members to learn about 

how to get started with the project’s operations and also learn the 

skills they require for troubleshooting problems on the network. 

Zifundeleni will cater for a variety of users. Firstly, it will allow 

users who are visiting the Zifundeleni site for the first time to be 

able access the information from the introduction. Secondly, this 

platform will allow users to choose in what manner they want to 

access the information, for example in terms of video, text or 

voice; and whether in isiXhosa and/or English. Lastly, all users 

should be able to help each other using the post and search buttons 

provided in the platform as well. In other words, the platform is 

meant to enable crowd sourcing and crowd provision of 

information that can be shared. In addition, this project intends to 

involve all kinds of stakeholders during the process of creation to 

ensure that community network regulation and standards are 

maintained. 

4 User requirements 

In general, this is poor form. If a section has subsections in 

it, the first unnumbered paragraph ought to layout the 

structure of the section, and briefly explain why it is split 

out that way. 
 
4.1 High level view of requirements 
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Zenzeleni consists of community cooperatives and a non-profit 

company (NPC). Zenzeleni NPC supports communities in seeding 

new and existing cooperatives – guiding and training them to 

design and register their business operations, services and network 

[2]. Zenzeleni cooperatives are legal providers of internet 

services. The members of the cooperative are chosen by the 

community and their role is to run the cooperative for the benefit 

of the community. The cooperatives own, administer, run and 

sustain the network within their respective communities and the 

community helps sustain the network and keep it safe [2]. 

Zenzeleni engages with rural community members who have 

shown eagerness to partake on the proposition of the project, and 

some of them join the cooperative. Due to increasing volume of 

the network and project expansion. High demands are made on 

cooperative members. These challenges includes how a 

community should gather together in order to be able to help each 

other during the configuration; any other problems may be 

encountered with the Wi-Fi connection; and how they can help 

each other remotely. Social media is absolutely one of the options 

with regards to addressing these problems. But the problem with 

social media is the difficulty to keep track of large number of 

people in a group and important information to be posted, e.g. 

who must provide content? How is content updated? How it 

supposed to be accessed? How must it searched and organized? 

Zifundeleni platform intervenes to address these issues and also 

allow community members to learn and help each other while 

promoting the use of technology in the rural areas. This 

application should be effective enough to support high number of 

users that they will utilize it. Furthermore, the project will also be 

guided through the needs of the stakeholders, those who are 

certainly involved in the project. 

4.2 User view of the project 

It is safe to say that community members, who are the main users 

for this platform, are expecting a platform that is friendly, 

effective and easy to use. Since target users are from rural areas, 

the aim is to leverage knowledge of culture and language (i.e. 

isiXhosa) to help bridge these gaps to provide an interface that 

isusable by rural inhabitants.  It is expected that most inhabitants 

have little or no experience of technology use; so this platform 

must fit in with the culture and the level of understating for 

technology usage while introducing how the digital world is 

actually working. Figure 1 below shows the relationship between 

moderator and the community member with Zifundeleni system; 

Zifundeleni Moderator will login and be able to maintain, view, 

search, manage, update, approve, translate and reject content. 

While Zifundeleni community member logs in and search, view,  

Post content, switch between languages. Zifundeleni platform is 

expected to furnish easy way of communication to community 

members so that each member can learn about Zenzeleni network 

set-up from scratch or find help in any network related matter 

either in terms of video clips, voice, or text. 

4.4 Problem domain 

The problem domain found in this project is to connect a backend 

(i.e. sever-side) with a frontend (i.e. client-side) and for each and 

every post; but more so, for a growing collection of crowd-

sourced problem solving material in multiple languages (IsiXhosa 

and English) and media (text, voice, image videos) needs to be 

approved based on how relevant the information is. Thus this 

mean in a case of a thousand plus post a moderator will need more 

time to review all posted content. Subsequently, translation will 

need to be done simultaneously with the approval. And the other 

concern is to organize and present the information for community 

member view. 

4.5 Expectations 

4.5 Stakeholder requirements 

This project consists of different number of users which are 

community members, Moderator (from Coop), Sponsors and 

NPC, hence Zifundeleni platform should include these 

functionalities to meet its stakeholder (NPC and Cooperatives) 

needs: The platform should be able to support huge number of 

users to access at all times. The platform should be accessible 

anywhere as long as users have internet connection either 

Zenzeleni or mobile (MTN) 

4.6 Limitation and out of scope 

The following functionalities are not performed by Zifundeleni 

platform: 

Zifundeleni platform will not issue any certificate with regard the 

skills that an individual may obtain. This platform does not 

require any personal information like ID number, or account 

number from. 

4.7 User requirements for Zifundeleni 

Zifundeleni Platform must meet the following functionalities as 

per user requirements: Zifundeleni Moderator must be able to 

approve or reject posted information. The moderator must be able 

Figure 1: Use case diagram for Zifundeleni 
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to translate information between English and IsiXhosa official 

languages. Moderator should be able to manage, search, update 

and maintain content. The platform must demonstrate information 

based on the selected language. Community members should be 

able to search, view, post information/content. Community 

member should be able to switch between languages. 

5 Non-functional requirements 

This section describes applicable non-functional requirements for 

Zifundeleni platform. Non-functional requirements are those 

requirements that specifies the criteria on which the system’s 

operation is being judge. 

5.1 Performance requirements 

Zifundeleni search should be able to retrieve the information to 

users whether in video, voice or text less than a minute of search 

time. 

5.2 Operating requirements 

Zifundeleni should be able to operate in any smartphone. In 

addition Zifundeleni is expected to be compatible and 

communicate with other software 

5.3 Reliability 

Zifundeleni should be reliable to its users and provide timely and 

relevant information. Zifundeleni is expected to be interactive and 

be accessible at all times and provide a feedback if any error 

happened or the information requested is not available. 

5.4 Understability 

Zifundeleni should provide content in a language that the 

community understands and in respect to the community culture. 

6 Requirements analysis 

6.1 Current way of doing things 

Figure 2 below demonstrate the traditional way that education and 

training is offered to these communities. In the history of 

Zenzeleni, community members unite together to install and setup 

Zenzeleni Wi-Fi network. This is how these communities has built 

their legacy behind Zenzeleni community network. Each one learn 

from one another in building the network. 

 

6.2 Functional requirements 

6.2.1 The platform must provide structured material to allow 
community members to learn about all aspects of Zenzeleni 

Networks. 
6.2.2 The platform must provide information for each item with 
video, voice and/or text, and also include pictures.  
6.2.3 The platform must allow community members to post useful 
information. 
6.2.4 Zifundeleni users must be able to search information in 

either English or IsiXhosa. 
6.2.5 Admin should be able to translate and approve posts.  

6.2.6 Admin and community member should be able to sign/login  

6.3 Functional diagram for Zifundeleni 

Figure 3 below demonstrate the fragmentation of Zifundeleni 

functionalities and its associations at a low level design. In order 

for Zifundeleni to begin any process requires interaction from the 

user (Moderator or community member). A community member 

visit the platform and required to login or sign-up. The entered 

login or sign up information must be checked on the database for 

correctness. The system should display content upon successfully 

logging in of the user. While on the other side Zifundeleni will 

allow the users to rate the content as they browse through to assist 

the moderator to prioritize information to be displayed. The 

Admin/Moderator logs in on the platform. Zifundeleni checks the 

credentials by enquiring if they exist on the database or not, if yes, 

the admin is directed to the content and with additional features, if 

any changes is made by the admin, Zenzeleni access the database 

to allow permitted changes to be performed or updated. 

Zifundeleni creates automatic backup and allow it to be stored on 

a different location for safety of system crash and that will enable 

quick recovery of information or platform content. 

 

 
Figure 3: Zifundeleni functionality diagram 

Figure 2: Zenzeleni traditional educating members 
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7 User interface (UI) 

Figure 4 (a) below shows the interface that a community member 

will interact with. The default content type is text, and default 

language is IsiXhosa, however the community member can set 

preferences based on how the content should be displayed. Text, 

Voice, Video buttons allow users to switch between content type 

easily. Select language allow users to select a preferable language 

(i.e. IsiXhosa or English) and the bottom left text input is space 

when a user wants to submit a useful piece of information. User 

can submit information either in terms of text, voice or video. 

Explore content allow users to access a structured and organized 

content about Zenzeleni Wi-Fi network. 

Figure 4 (b) demonstrates the UI for the moderator. A moderator 

can see what is expected of to do  on the to do list, also can view 

posts sent by members can quick proof read and see which ones 

must be attended first. In addition, a moderator can manage 

accounts (new accounts), organize content (for a community 

member to get a better view), 

 
Figure 4 (a): Zifundeleni member User Interface 

 

 

+ 

Figure 4 (b): Zifundeleni moderator User Interface 

8 High level design 

8.1 ERD for Zifundeleni 

Figure 5 below is the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) 

representation for Zifundeleni. There are four entities namely 

Community member which consists of the following attributes 

member name, member surname, and member email address. 

Zifundeleni Moderator that consists of a moderator name, 

surname, email. A content has a content type (i.e. text, voice and 

image video), date, subject line and content Id. Content-Member 

entity is an additional that act a bridge solve a many (M) to many 

(N) relationship between community member and content. The 

relationships are as follows:- 

One Moderator moderates many Content, at least one 

One Content is moderated one Moderator, exactly one 

One Community member submits many Content-Member, at least 

one 

One Content-Member is linked to one Community member, 

exactly one 

One Content associates many Content-Member, at least one 

One Content-Member is associated to one Content, exactly 
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Figure 5: ERD for Zifundeleni 

8.2 UML Class diagram for Zifundeleni 

Figure 6 below illustrates UML Class diagram for Zifundeleni 

among four classes. Moderator should manage different types of 

content (text, voice and image videos). Content-Member class act 

as a bridge between community member and content since there’s 

a many to many relationship between content and member. 

Multiple content can be retrieved/accessed by different 

community members 

 

 
Figure 6: UML Zifundeleni Class Diagram 

 

8.3 Low level design 

Figure 7 shows an architectural design based on data-centric 

design. As user interact with the application in the frontend 

RESAPIs communicates with a backend and database to certify 

user request. A link between the frontend and the database is 

based on MySQL language which tired by the backend (Java, 

JavaScript, JSON and Python). 

 

Figure 7: Zifundeleni Architectural Design 

9 Prototype  

In prototyping Zifundeleni, a throw-away prototype were created 

and looking into these following aspects in prototyping the 

platform. The prototype was created in a Windows 10 machine, 

64bit. No other external hardware or server were required. 

Mockplus Classic is the only software were required to install into 

the machine as prototyping tool. The prototype for Zifundeleni 

can be accessed in the following link: 

http://run.mockplus.com/Kr4ButMIFcGyAZWW/index.html 

10 Implementation 

10.1 Functions, Methods, and Classes 

 Zifundeleni functions and methods are broken down into two 

different classes. The first class is Zifundeleni community 

member class which contains a number of different methods. 

Method search allows community member to be able to find 

information on the application by taking keyword and return 

results. Choose language method grant access to community 

members to switch between English and IsiXhosa content. While 

text, video and voice methods allow users to view content in 

different types or formats. This content can be modified by a 

moderator based on user preferences. Post method takes a text, 

voice or video input from a community member and send and 

keep it in a temporary storage for moderator approval.  

http://run.mockplus.com/Kr4ButMIFcGyAZWW/index.html
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Whereas Zifundeleni moderator class consist of 3 concrete 

methods approve, translate, reject and organize. For a post sent by 

a user before appears here until it is moderated by a moderator. 

Before a post can be approved a post will need to be translated, 

also if it is not approved it will need to rejected. 

 

10.2 Limited testing 

At this stage a limited testing was successfully completed to 

verify if does the system operates as intended. The graphical User 

Interface (GUI) in figure 7 below demonstrate how the class 

community member is visualized. Figure 8 user select text to view 

a text format or voice or video to retrieve information in a 

different format. While figure 9 below also demonstrate 

moderator functionalities for Zifundeleni platform. The rest of all 

working components together are shown on the accompanying 

video demo. 

 
Figure 7: Zifundeleni community member GUI 

 

 
Figure 8: Zifundeleni Text format output 

 

 
Figure 9: GUI Zifundeleni moderator  

 

11 Testing 

This section describes testing criteria and testing analysis for 

Zifundeleni application. The main objectives for conducting this 

testing is to evaluate if does this this perform what is intend to do 

(unit/functional testing) and does it satisfy user expectations 

(through user acceptance testing). This testing will include if does 

application display content in terms voice, video and text format, 

can user populates and retrieve data from the database, can data be 

retrieved in English and Xhosa languages, and can a moderator 

translate and organize content. 

 

11.1 Test plan 

Unit testing is one of the testing strategies to be applied in 

Zifundeleni application to ensure that all components of the 

system can work together as expected. Unit testing will be 

performed by two honors students who are part of Zenzeleni 

community network project including myself.  Thereafter perform 

user acceptance testing to verify that all the user requirements 

mentioned in requirements analysis in the above session are met. 

User acceptance testing will be performed amongst a group of 

people which are part of Zenzeleni community network that live 

in Cape Town, and others that are in Zithulele. This type of testing 

will be done on a Nokia mobile phone, model number TA-1191, 

with a Zifundeleni flutter android application package (APK) 

application installed on it. Two users are from the Eastern Cape, 

in Zithulele village and will perform testing remotely. 

Furthermore half of users that are selected for testing will be 

granted with a user guide below in section 11.4 that describes how 

the software operates. While other half will be allowed to perform 

testing in unmoderated testing environment without any guide (In-
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the-wild testing). In addition, the testing results are described on 

testing analysis below.   

 

11. 2 Test Design 

Unit testing will test the inputs and outputs for each function on 

the actual Zifundeleni application, given inputs to verify the 

expected outputs. This testing will be done in any smartphone 

with Zifundeleni application installed on it. Section 11.3 below 

details the all the test cases that should be pass for both 

Zifundeleni moderator and community member. As mentioned in 

section 11.1 above half of the users will be moderated while 

performing the testing while the other half will perform the testing 

in-the-wild testing environment and the results for these two 

methods are discussed in section 11.5 in the following page.  

 

11. 3 Test Cases 

Each of the figures 10 to 13 are functionalities for community 

member to interact with. For the demonstration English is one 

language used, however both languages are active. The purpose is 

for community members to test if they can select language of their 

choice, able to view content in different formats (text, voice and 

video), send post (questions, useful information about Zenzeleni 

community network and any recommendations) and able to search 

for content. This information will be moderated by a moderator 

before is saved to the database. 

 
Figure 11: Zifundeleni content view in (text, voice and video) 

 

 
Figure 12: Zifundeleni send post/comment 

Figure 10: Zifundeleni language selection 
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Figure 13: Zifundeleni quick search 

 

The following figure 14 description is the test case for Zifundeleni 

moderator functionalities. Zifundeleni moderator user is thereby 

to test if they are able to interact with moderator interface, 

viewing the To-do list (which details daily tasks), incoming posts 

(that show the list of incoming posts from community member 

users for moderation), and content management of the entire 

system. 

 

11.4 User’s guide 

This section describe user’s guide line that details where they are, 

what are they doing, what to expect and why are they doing it. 

This user’s guide is split to satisfy two type of users, community 

member (new or returning) and Moderator. 

Login/Registration – This is a login or registration page where 

new community members to Zifundeleni application are expected 

to use their personal information to register, if returning login 

using registered email or phone number. The users are required to 

register so that the moderator can keep track of who post what to 

the site. 

Select Language – This page allow users to choose their language 

preference either English or IsiXhosa. The default language is 

English. 

Text – Users can view content in terms of text format. This allow 

users who prefer to read rather than to listen or to watch 

something. 

Voice – Users can access content in terms of voice, this 

functionality grant privilege to users who like to listen to rather 

than reading. 

Video – Users can also access content in terms of videos. These 

videos demonstrate how certain things about Zenzeleni 

community network. 

Send post/Comment – Users are allowed to request for 

information they need or send useful information about Zenzeleni 

community networks through send post. Users can post content in 

terms of voice, video or text file. 

Search – allow users to quickly find the information they need. It 

search information based on given keywords that are categorized 

based on Zenzeleni community network services.  

The following guideline are limited to moderator view only  

Organize Content – Admin or moderator organize content for user 

view, this include move up and down, right or left of content.  

View incoming posts – The functionality that allow moderator to 

view posts sent by community members, before they can be saved 

to the database. 

Translate and save – This functionality allows a moderator 

translate the post between English and IsiXhosa and save it to the 

database. 

Reject Comment – If the post or comment shared by a community 

member is not relevant, it can be rejected using reject comment. 

At this point only comment in text format can be translated. 

 

11.5 Testing report 

Table 1 below shows the testing results from 22 users, of which 

four out of 22 were presenting Zifundeleni moderator and the 

other eighteen users were presenting Zifundeleni community 

member side. The summary of functions that they were testing is 

tabulated below with the description of what they testing for. 

Project: Zifundeleni platform 

Test type: User Acceptance Testing 

Number of users tested: 22  

Testing Start date: 23/10/2020 

Testing End date: 07/11/2020 

Methods/functionality Description Test 

case: 

Priority 
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Pass/Fail 

View Text, Voice and 

Video content 

Check if the 

information 

can be 

accessed in 

text, voice 

and video 

formats 

passed high 

Search content Check if the 

information 

can be 

searched 

from a 

database 

passed high 

Post content Is the user 

able send 

comment/post 

information 

passed high 

Choose language Check if the 

content is 

accessible in 

English and 

Xhosa 

languages 

passed high 

Moderate incoming 

posts (Moderator) 

Check if 

moderator 

can receive 

comments 

passed high 

Manage Content 

(Moderator) 

Check if can 

organize 

content 

pending medium 

Table 1: Zifundeleni Testing report 

Conclusion 

Zifundeleni is an application designed to transform traditional 

standard of educating Zenzeleni community network members 

into a digital form while remain social, cultural and economy 

aspects for these communities. Since a strike of covid-19 

pandemic forced many countries including to invent lockdown to 

help lower the infections or spread of this virus, physical contact 

was prohibited and that was a challenge to Zenzeleni community 

network users. It was a challenge because, they find training and 

education through meeting or conference to learn about the 

network and most were left unconnected. Hence Zifundeleni is 

platform that is predefined by Zenzeleni community network 

model and grant users access to all the information and can share 

the useful information as well which can be stored and used to 

assist those have problems about network connection, 

troubleshooting the network loading voucher and so on.  Users are 

allowed to register and login in order to access Zifundeleni 

application system. Engagement with stakeholders to collect data 

was done via WhatsApp, Facebook and emails due to lockdown 

restrictions. While most of Zenzeleni users were excited to hear 

about this platform some were concerned about the lack of skills 

they require to familiarize themselves with applications like 

Zifundeleni, hence user guide was derive to assist users with 

respect the use of this application. 

 

Future work 

In future Zifundeleni is expected to automate some of the features. 

For example design a model that will accurately read Xhosa 

words and translate to English automatically with a single click of 

a moderato. Also one of the challenges found at this stage is to 

translate a voice and video files. I therefore need to conduct a 

research on how this can be done so that all the data records are 

kept consistent with all three different types of content formats 

(text, voice and video). In addition Zifundeleni should allow users 

to purchase vouchers and learn how to load the voucher in the 

future. 
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